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Abstract. In [Schaad and Moffett, 2002] we have presented our initial inves-
tigations into the delegation of obligations and the concept of review as one
kind of organisational principle to control such delegation activities. This ini-
tial work led us to a more detailed and refined analysis of organisational con-
trols [Schaad, 2003], [Schaad and Moffett, 2004] with a particular emphasis on
the notion of general and specific obligations [Schaad, 2004]. In particular, this
distinction allowed us to formally capture how a principal may be related to an
obligation; how obligations relate to roles; and how the delegation of specific and
general obligations may be controlled through the concepts of review and super-
vision. This paper complements the delegation of obligation and authorisation
policy objects by discussing their revocation, based on the revocation schemes
suggested in [Hagstrom et al., 2001]. In particular, we will investigate how del-
egated general and specific obligations can be revoked and what effect the pres-
ence of roles has on the revocation process. We use the Alloy language and its
automated analysis facilities [Jackson, 2001] to formally support our discussion.

1 Introduction

Organisational control principles, such as those expressed in the separation of duties,
delegation of obligations, supervision and review, support the main business goals and
activities of an organisation. A framework has been presented in [Schaad, 2003] where
organisational control principles can be formally expressed and analysed using the Al-
loy specification language and its constraint analysis tools [Jackson, 2001]. Specifically
the delegation of obligations and arising review obligations has initially been treated in
[Schaad and Moffett, 2002] and later expanded in [Schaad, 2004]. The delegation of
policy objects must be complemented by their revocation. However, specifying revo-
cation controls may be very complex as, for example, demonstrated in the work of
[Griffiths and Wade, 1976], [Jonscher, 1998] or [Bertino et al., 1997], addressing revo-
cation of permissions in the context of operating and database systems. A more general
framework for revocation has only been proposed recently [Hagstrom et al., 2001]. This
is, however, limited to the revocation of permissions directly assigned to a principal and
does not include a notion of roles. Our paper explores how this revocation framework
can be applied for the revocation of obligation and authorisation policy objects in the
context of our control principle model. Specifically our distinction between general and
specific obligations requires a more detailed discussion of possible revocation schemes.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a summary of the
core static and dynamic concepts of our control principle model, a more detailed for-
mal discussion of which is provided in [Schaad, 2003]. Section 3 will then look at the
revocation of policy objects against the dimensions of resilience, propagation and dom-
inance, in particular focusing on the revocation of obligations. Section 4 summarises
and concludes this paper.

2 Definition of Policy Objects in the Control Principle Model

Within our control principle model [Schaad, 2003], policy objects are either authoriza-
tions or obligations, similar as those defined in Ponder [Damianou et al., 2001]. Princi-
pals, or the roles of which principals are a member of, may be subject to these policy
objects. In other words, a principal is related to a set of policy objects over the roles he
holds or on the basis of a direct assignment. The target of a policy object defines the
objects against which the actions of the policy are executed.

Authorisations state what a principal is permitted to do by using the actions defined
by the authorisation. Authorisations can be shared between principals through roles or
on the basis of direct assignments.

Obligation policies are an abstraction for defining the actions that must be per-
formed by a principal on some target object when some specified event occurs. We
extended the object model of [Damianou et al., 2001] and distinguish between general
obligations that may be assigned to a role or a principle (e.g. a general obligation to
process invoices from supply companies) and their specific instances (e.g. to process
the invoice i1 from supplier x1). To support this distinction we require the following
four rules to hold (these and are formally defined in [Schaad, 2004]):

1. An obligation instance must always relate to exactly one Principal.
2. An obligation instance has always one general obligation.
3. Every specific obligation a principal holds must be an instance of a general obliga-

tion he is a subject of through one of his roles or directly.
4. A general obligation can only have a principal or one of his roles as a subject, but

not both.

The s subject relation captures the assignment of a policy object to an object
(which can be a role, principal or other policy object). Using an approach called ob-
jectification of state [Jackson, 2001], we can model total order relationships of states,
where an expression like (s1.s subject).p1 would result in all the policy objects
principal p1 is a subject of in state s1.

The first rule mentioned above demanding the direct assignment of an obligation
instance to a principal would thus translate as follows. Here & is the set intersection op-
erator and Principal the set of principals, while the expression obl.(s.s subject)
yields all the principals subject to an obligation instance obl:

fact {all s : State | all obl : ObligationInstance |
one (obl.(s.s_subject) & Principal)}
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For maintaining a history in such state sequences, we consider the following signa-
ture which maintains a DelegationHistory.

sig DelegationHistory{
delegating_principal : Principal,
receiving_principal : Principal,
based_on_role : option Role,
delegated_policy : PolicyObject
}

We do not maintain the information about which principal delegated which policy
object in the form of an explicit relation, but in an explicit signature with several bi-
nary relations. We can do this because we know that, for example, in the context of
the delegation of a policy, exactly one principal delegates exactly one policy object to
exactly one other principal in between two states. This cardinality is indicated by the
absence of the set keyword. The delegating principal may have chosen to delegate on
the basis of a direct assignment or over a role as indicated by using the option keyword.
Specifically this latter point could not be resolved in a n-ary relation like Principal
-> Principal -> Role -> PolicyObject as there is no kind of null value in Al-
loy that would allow us to express that no role but a direct assignment was used for
the delegation. A RevocationHistory and an AccessHistory signature have been
defined in a similar way in [2] together with a set of rules, that, e.g. define that for any
transition between states there can only be one history entry and other integrity preserv-
ing constraints. In essence, we can use Alloy to model sequences of states and define
and analyse object access, delegation and revocation activities over such sequences. The
history signature is then updated over the lifetime of such a sequence, and maintains,
for example, the changes in the s subject relation when moving from one state to
the next as possibly initiated by a delegation activity. This provides all the information
needed for supporting revocation activities.

3 Revocation of Policy Objects

In general, revocation of an object is based on its previous delegation and thus requires
the following pieces of information [Samarati and Vimercati, 2001]:

– The principals involved in previous delegation(s);
– The time of previous delegation(s);
– The object subject to previous delegation(s)

Our conceptual model provides this information through the defined history signa-
tures and may thus support the various forms of revocation as described in the revoca-
tion framework of [Hagstrom et al., 2001].

In this framework different revocation schemes for delegated access rights are clas-
sified against the dimensions of resilience, propagation and dominance. Since resilience
is based on negative permissions, we do not consider this here, as there is no correspond-
ing concept for the policy objects in our model (unlike Ponder [Damianou et al., 2001]
which does provide negative authorisation policies).
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The remaining two within our model dimensions may be informally summarised as
follows:

1. Propagation distinguishes whether the decision to revoke affects
– only the principal directly subject to a revocation (local); or
– also those principals the principal subject to the revocation may have further

delegated the object to be revoked to (global).
2. Dominance addresses conflicts that may arise when a principal subject to a revo-

cation has also been delegated the same object from other principals. If such other
delegations are independent of the revoker then this is outside the scope of revoca-
tion. If, however, such other delegations have been performed by principals who, at
some earlier stage, received the object to be revoked via a delegation path stemming
from the revoker, then the revoking principal may

– only revoke with respect to his delegation (weak);
– revoke all such other delegations that stem from him (strong).

Table 1. Revocation schemes

No Propagation Dominance Name
1 No No Weak local revocation
2 No Yes Strong local revocation
3 Yes No Weak global revocation
4 Yes Yes Strong global revocation

Based on these two dimensions, we established 4 different revocation schemes
which, due to the absence of the resilience property, are a subset of those described
by [Hagstrom et al., 2001]. These are summarised in table 1. We will now investigate
how far these schemes can be expressed and integrated with respect to our control prin-
ciple model and the specific types and characteristics of policy objects. The following
two sections will thus discuss the revocation of delegated policy objects along the lines
of the above revocation schemes.

3.1 Revoking Delegated Authorisations

Since authorisations are similar to the notion of permissions in [Hagstrom et al., 2001],
we will describe the four revocation schemes in terms of a possible delegation scenario.
We use function delegate auth(s1, s2, p1, p2, auth) to state that a principal
p1 delegated an authorisation auth to a principal p2 in state s1. Similarly, auth was
delegated by p1 to p3 in state s2; by p3 to p2 in state s3; by p2 to p4 in state s4;
by p2 to p5 in state s5; and finally by p6 to p4 in state s6. This is summarised in the
graph displayed in figure 1 where the nodes stand for the principals, and the arcs are
labeled with the respective delegation activity. We assume that in this specific above
example the principals always retain the authorisation they delegate. However, it must
be noted that in general a principal might decide to drop an authorisation at the time
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he delegates, which increases the complexity of delegation and revocation schemes as
shown in [Schaad, 2003].

A weak local revocation of an authorisation is the simplest case as it does not prop-
agate or dominate any other delegations of the authorisation. For example, if principal
p2 revokes auth from principal p5, then p5 will not hold auth anymore. If, however,
p1 revokes auth from principal p2, then p2 will continue to hold auth due to the dele-
gation of auth by p3 in state s3.

A strong local revocation will address this later scenario, and if p1 strongly revokes
auth from principal p2 locally, then p2 will not continue to hold auth, however, p4
and p5 will. The strong revoke by p1 will only result in p2 losing auth completely,
because p3 had been delegated auth by p1 and then delegated it to p1. All delegations
of auth to p2 stem from p1. If, for example, p2 strongly revokes auth from p4, then
p4 will still hold auth because p2 has no influence on the delegation of auth by p6.

The weak global revocation addresses the revocation of policies which have been
delegated more than once through a cascading revocation. Thus, if p1 globally revokes
auth from principal p2 then this will result in p5 losing auth, but p2 and p4 will still
hold auth due to the delegation of auth by p3 and p6 in s3 and s6 respectively.

Letting p1 revoke auth from principal p2 strongly and globally, auth will then not
be held by p2 and p5 anymore, but p4 will still hold it due to the individual delegation
by p6.
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Fig. 1. A delegation scenario for delegating an authorisation auth

3.2 Revoking Delegated Obligations

The delegation of obligations should be complemented by revocation mechanisms as
well, and we investigate in the following whether the previously identified four revo-
cation schemes can also be applied in this context. Since we may delegate general and
specific obligations as discussed in [Schaad, 2004], their revocation must also be dis-
cussed separately.
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Revocation of Specific Obligations. We formally required an obligation instance to
be assigned to exactly one principal at any time [Schaad, 2004]. It is for this reason that
many of the problems we described for the revocation of authorisations cannot occur.
We illustrate this with respect to the two applicable dimensions of revocation:

– Dominance does not apply as it is not possible for a principal to have been delegated
the same obligation instance from different sources.

– Propagation may apply as a principal is able to delegate a delegated obligation.
However, when he delegates he may not retain this obligation.

With respect to the second point, we consider the example of a principal p1 hav-
ing delegated an obligation instance iob to a principal p2 who in turn delegated it to a
principal p3. Should principal p1 now be able to revoke iob directly from p3 or only
from p2? We believe that a principal should only be able to revoke a delegated obli-
gation from the principal he delegated it to. The order of revocation thus corresponds
to the way the obligation was initially delegated. There may be organisations where a
direct revocation of iob from p3 by p1 may be desirable, e.g. a coercive organisation
with distinct command structures, where decisions may have to be made rapidly like a
hospital or military organisation [Mullins, 1999]. We do, however, not believe that any
further argumentation would contribute to the overall goal of this paper.

Revocation of General Obligations. We have argued in [Schaad, 2004] that the del-
egation of general obligations can be treated almost identically to the delegation of
authorisations. Thus, the underlying question here is whether this also applies to the
revocation of general obligations. To clarify this, we again look at the revocation of
general obligations with respect to the two dimensions of revocation considered in this
context:

– Dominance applies since a general obligation may be held by several principals.
These may independently delegate this obligation, perhaps to the same principal at
different times.

– Propagation applies since a general obligation may be delegated several times be-
tween principals.

Considering the first item, the question is whether the revocation of a multiply del-
egated obligation may override other delegations or not. This has been referred to as
strong and weak revocation respectively. We believe that this issue can be addressed
like the strong and weak revocation of authorisations, as long as the defined constraints
hold. The second item demands to distinguish between local and global revocation.
The latter possibly causes a series of cascading revocations if a general obligation has
been delegated several times. Again, this can be theoretically treated as in the case of
revoking authorisations, but some additional points must be considered.

The delegation of a general obligation may have been followed by the delegation or
creation of some instances of that general obligation. This may influence the revocation
of a general obligation, because of the constraint that a principal may only hold an obli-
gation instance if he has the corresponding general obligation. So if a general obligation
is revoked, then this should result in the revocation of any existing delegated instances
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for the principal subject to a revocation. A different situation may, however, be where
an instance has been created on the basis of a delegated general obligation. The ques-
tion is whether the revoking principal should be able to revoke an obligation instance
he did never hold and subsequently never delegated. One approach may be to demand
that the principal holding such instances must first discharge these before a delegated
general obligation can be revoked. Another option may be to allow for the delegation of
such an instance back to the revoking principal by the principal the general obligation is
revoked from. Whatever the decision, we believe that these points present no technical
difficulties with respect to the actual revocation activity. A more detailed discussion on
organisational aspects of revocation is, however, outside this scope.

3.3 Defining Revocation Mechanisms for the CP Model

Several procedural revocation algorithms exist, as for example defined in the papers of
[Griffiths and Wade, 1976], [Jonscher, 1998] or [Fagin, 1978]. However, the definition
of a revocation mechanism in a declarative way is a non-trivial task and the only work
we are aware of is [Bertino et al., 1997], which is unfortunately strictly tied to their spe-
cific authorisation model, and may also be difficult to understand without the possibility
of tool supported analysis.

One main underlying design principle of our model is that a declarative specifi-
cation of delegation and revocation operations should reflect their possible procedural
counterparts. This means that they only cause a change to the s subject relation with
respect to the actual objects involved in the delegation and revocation. This has also
been defined by a set of framing conditions that support each Alloy function. The strong
local and the weak and strong global functions may however also cause changes to the
s subject relation with respect to other objects not explicitly defined when calling a
revocation function, since this only describes what the resulting state should look like.
We thus argue in the following, that the strong local, and weak and strong global re-
vocation can all be modeled in terms of a series of weak local revocations. This weak
local revocation supports revocation of authorisation and obligation policies.

For this reason we only formally outline the function weak local revoke() and
point to the discussion in [Schaad, 2003]. The three remaining types of revocation are
discussed less formally, as they may be understood as a series of weak local revocations.

Weak Local Revocation. Before considering the weak local revocation of a policy
object in more detail, we informally recall some possible delegation scenarios that may
have an effect on the behaviour of a weak revocation. These scenarios consider whether:

1. A policy object may have been delegated by a principal on the basis of a direct or
role-based assignment; or whether

2. The principal a policy object was delegated to may have already been assigned with
the object

– either because he was assigned with the object at the time of system setup or;
– because of a prior (and not yet revoked) delegation from some other principal.
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Depending on the situation, a weak local revocation may behave differently with
respect to the changes in the s subject relation. For example, we consider that a prin-
cipal p1 delegates an authorisation policy object auth he directly holds to a principal
p2 in state s1. In this example, as a result of this delegation p1 loses auth. Principal
p2 is also delegated auth by some other principal p3 in state s2. In state s3 principal
p1 revokes auth from p2. Because of the delegation by p3 in state s2, p2 must not
lose auth. Principal p1 must be assigned with auth again and the revocation of auth
from p2 by p1 must be recorded by an update to the revocation history of state s3. A
variation of this scenario may be that principal p1 delegated auth in state s1 on the
basis of a role he is a member of. This would then mean that when he revokes auth
from p2 in s3, the s subject relation would not change at all. This is because of the
delegation by p3 in state s2 and the fact that the initial delegation by p1 in s1 was
based on a role, indirectly demanding the retainment of auth by p1 through his role
membership. Nevertheless, the revocation would still have to be recorded by an update
to the revocation history.

It would not be helpful to provide an exhaustive list of all such possible delegation
scenarios here, and the two above examples only reflect in parts the complexity of a
weak local revocation within our framework. There are, however, four general proper-
ties that need to be evaluated. These concern whether:

– there were multiple delegations of a policy object by and to the same principal;
– whether a role was used for delegation;
– whether there were multiple independent delegations;
– and whether the receiving principal was already subject to the delegated policy

object before any delegations.

Based on these two dimensions and more general above properties, we established
four different revocation schemes which, due to the absence of the resilience property,
are a subset of those described in the revocation framework by [Hagstrom et al., 2001].
This subset is summarised in table 1 and the following four function headers 1-4 outline
the behavior and expected return values.

These four functions are now composed to define the weak local revoke function
5. For reasons of space we only show the first half of this function. The revoking prin-
cipal p1 must have delegated a policy object pol to p2 for any revocation to succeed
(Precondition). If no role was used for the delegation (Case I) and the delegation
was performed on a direct assignment instead, then we check whether there were no
delegations of pol to p2 by other principals (Case I.1). This is sufficient as a prin-
cipal must not delegate the same object twice without an intermediate revocation as
defined in the precondition. If Case I.1 holds, then we check whether principal p2
held pol initially or not (Case I.1.a and I.1.b) and update the revocation history
and s subject relation accordingly.

If there were delegations by other principals (Case I.2) then we do not need to
check for any initial assignments and just update the revocation history and s subject
relation. The second part of the function checks for the case of a role having been
used for the delegation and is not shown here as it is similar in its structure to the first
part. The full function and sequence of delegations and revocations we used to test and
validate this weak local revocation with can be found in [Schaad, 2003].
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Alloy Function 1. The precondition of revocation. This function evaluates true if a
revoking principal p1 delegated the policy object pol to a principal p2 in some state
before the current state cstate and did not revoke pol from p2 between that delegation
and cstate.

fun revocation_precondition
(cstate: State, disj p1, p2: Principal, pol: PolicyObject) {...}

Alloy Function 2. A role was used for the delegation. This function evaluates true if
a principal p1 delegated the policy object pol to p2 in a state before the current state
cstate on basis of a role-based assignment to pol.

fun role_was_used_for_del_of_pol
(cstate: State, disj p1, p2: Principal, pol: PolicyObject) {...}

Alloy Function 3. The object to be revoked was delegated by some other principal.
This function evaluates true if some principal p other than p1 delegated the policy
object pol to principal p2 and did not revoke it before the current state cstate.

fun pol_was_delegated_by_other_p
(cstate: State, disj p1, p2: Principal, pol: PolicyObject) {...}

Alloy Function 4. The principal p2 a policy object pol is to be revoked from may have
held pol even before any prior delegation by the revoking principal p1. This function
evaluates true if principal p2 held pol directly in the first state of a state sequence.

fun rev_p_held_pol_initially
(cstate: State, disj p1, p2: Principal, pol: PolicyObject) {...}

Strong Local Revocation. A strong local revocation would be almost identical in its
specification. As in the function weak local revoke() we would have to check whether
a principal was delegated the policy object to be revoked from some other principal. If
this is true, like in the example in figure 1, and all delegations of an authorisation policy
object auth to a principal p2 stem from principal p1 requesting the revocation, then p2
will not be subject to auth anymore. On the other hand a strong local revoke of auth
from p4 by p2 would have no effect on p4’s assignment to auth due to the previous
delegation of auth to p4 by p6.

These scenarios emphasize again the need for not only keeping track of delegated
but revoked policy objects as well. Due to the underlying assumption of our model
that only one revocation may happen at a time, such a strong local revocation function
cannot be used directly, since it may change several relationships which we cannot keep
track of. Nevertheless it may be used to assert that a certain sequence of weak local
revocations would suffice for the definition of a strong local revocation. With respect to
figure 1 this would mean that a sequence of weak local revocations of auth from p2 by
p1 and p3 should be equal to a single strong local revocation of auth from p2 by p1.
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Alloy Function 5. Weak local revocation function composed of functions 1-4.

fun weak_local_revoke (disj s1, s2: State,
disj p1, p2: Principal,
pol: PolicyObject){

//Precondition: p1 has delegated pol to p2 before s1
revocation_precondition(s1, p1, p2, pol) &&

//Case I: No role was used for this initial delegation
(!role_was_used_for_del_of_pol(s1, p1, p2, pol) =>
//Case I.1: No other delegations occurred

(!pol_was_delegated_by_other_p(s1, p1, p2, pol) =>
//Case I.1.a: p2 did hold pol initially
(rev_p_held_pol_initially(s1, p1, p2, pol) =>

update_rev_history(s1, p1, p2, pol) &&
s2.s_subject = s1.s_subject + pol -> p1) &&

//Case I.1.b: p2 did not hold pol initially
(!rev_p_held_pol_initially(s1, p1, p2, pol) =>

update_rev_history(s1, p1, p2, pol) &&
s2.s_subject = s1.s_subject + pol -> p1

- pol -> p2)) &&
//Case I.2: Some other delegation occurred

(pol_was_delegated_by_other_p(s1, p1, p2, pol) =>
update_rev_history(s1, p1, p2, pol) &&
s2.s_subject = s1.s_subject + pol -> p1)) &&

...
//The following second part contains the same cases
//if a role was used for the initial delegation.
...

}

Weak and Strong Global Revocation. Alloy has only recently started to support re-
cursion, an indispensable mechanism to support global revocation as we described it
in the previous section. At the time of writing our specification there was no available
documentation or examples for the use of recursion. Nevertheless, we felt that at least
an outline of how to define global revocation must be provided. The constraint analyser
could provide us with a reasonable level of assurance about the working of a global
revocation function as defined in [Schaad, 2003].

Weak and strong global revocations are similar in their effects to their local coun-
terparts, however, they also consider any possible further delegations of the object to be
revoked by the principal this object is revoked from. We have described this in the pre-
vious section and only want to point out some specific issues that need to be considered
when defining such a global revocation.

Since recursion is required to provide for a global revocation, this means that the
weak and strong global revocations functions consist of two parts. In the first part we
check whether the object pol had been initially delegated by the revoking principal
p1 to p2 as previously outlined. In the second part we then need to check whether
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there was any further delegation of pol to some other principal p. If this is so, the
global revocation function calls itself, now with p2 being the revoking principal and p
being the principal pol is revoked from. An example of such a recursive revocation is
provided in [Schaad, 2003].

A series of weak local revocations may achieve the same result as weak and strong
global revocations, but we did not investigate this any further considering formal proof,
as there was not immediate need in the context of this paper.

4 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper we have provided a first possible approach to the revocation of policy
objects in the context of our control principle model presented in [Schaad, 2003]. This
approach followed the schemes as proposed in [Hagstrom et al., 2001], but due absence
of negative authorisations and the specific notion of general and specific obligations and
their respective assignment to roles and principals, not all categories of the scheme had
to be considered.

We see our work as particularly useful in the context of workflow systems and their
security, since our understanding of obligations as event-condition-action rules matches
the notion of tasks. Our general obligations then refer to the tasks at the workflow model
level, while specific obligations are the occurring instances at execution time of the
workflow. The delegation of such tasks may then trigger the delegation of the required
permissions.

However, there is remaining work. We need to further analyse the effect of revo-
cation activities on existing review obligations. In particular, we would like to support
revocation of an obligation instance by any principal in a delegation chain. Secondly,
we specified in our framework that an obligation has a set of supporting authorisations.
Although we did not fully investigate this relationship between authorisations and obli-
gations in the context of delegation and revocation activities, we could observe that the
delegation and revocation of authorisation objects may violate existing separation of
duty properties [Schaad, 2003]. In particular, we could show how dynamic separation
properties are "circumvented" by colluding principals with the right to delegate and re-
voke. This is not a new problem [Harrison et al., 1976] but still requires further analysis
from a business process engineering perspective.

Overall, we have now completed the majority of our conceptual work and will
look at the implementation of the concepts of delegation, review, evidence, revoca-
tion of general and specific obligations and the possible schemes and their practical
feasibility in more detail. In fact, the work on collaborative workflows suggested in
[Schulz and Orlowska, 2004] will offer interesting perspectives and SAP Research has
already implemented collaborative workflow prototypes within which our organisa-
tional control principles and delegation and revocation schemes can be implemented.
Together with analysis tools such as described in [Rits et al., 2005], we may then
achieve a tight match between workflow tasks and the required permissions at appli-
cation, middleware and database level.
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